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Kelmscott Manor & Gordon Russell Design Museum 

The Master’s Outing of the Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers this year visited the Cotswolds where 

David Dewing had arranged a fascinating series of visits to illustrate the rich tradition of English furniture and 

design stretching from the 17th to 21st centuries.  In particular the inclusion of William Morris’s home 

Kelmscott Manor and the Gordon Russell Design Museum revealed links to Ambrose Heal. 

As is well known, Ambrose was very 

much influenced by the work of William 

Morris. In 1903 he made a point of 

visiting Kelmscott himself as this photo 

in one of his albums illustrates. 

Some 25 years later May Morris wrote 

to Ambrose asking him to support an 

appeal that she was launching to build 

Kelmscott Memorial Hall. He evidently 

made a contribution and wrote to May 

suggesting other avenues she might 

explore such as The Art Workers Guild 

and Marlborough School which both he 

and William Morris had attended. 

Ambrose kept the reply from May in 

which she thanked him for his ‘generous 

subscription’ 
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As Ambrose followed in the footsteps of William Morris, so Gordon Russell pursued those of Ambrose Heal in 

seeking to make ‘Arts & Crafts’ furniture more widely available by harnessing machinery while also continuing 

to make top quality handmade pieces. We know from Russell’s memoirs that Ambrose encouraged him in the 

early days after World War One and, as an indication of the extent to which AH approved, he sent his son 

Anthony to learn cabinet-making skills in Broadway from 1927 to 1929. In addition to making furniture 

Anthony worked in the drawing office with ‘Curly’ Russell producing copies of drawings for the works. Ray 

Leigh and Trevor Chinn have produced two books (Drawn to Design and Advance the Product both published 

by the Gordon Russell Trust, available from the Museum) that provide a valuable record of the output of 

Gordon Russell’s factory. The first includes several drawings executed by Anthony Heal during his time there. 

Below is one of them dated 11.12.28. for chairs in walnut inlaid with yew and ebony. His initials can be seen 

bottom left. 

 

 

Anarchy & Beauty 

Fiona MacCarthy curated an excellent exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery in 

London last autumn entitled Anarchy & Beauty which celebrated the impact of 

William Morris and his legacy. Morris’s influence continues to be felt today and 

the exhibition traced the ramifications from politics through artistic communities 

to the Festival of Britain. Naturally enough the Garden City Movement was 

included as an important element and Ambrose Heal’s contribution to furnishing 

those homes featured prominently. 
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Cecil Ambrose Heal (1896-1915) 

This year marks the centenary of the death of Sir 

Ambrose’s only son by his first marriage. At 

school Cecil had a great aptitude for sports which 

must have given special pleasure to his father 

who was himself a keen squash and fives player. 

At Marlborough he joined the Officer’s Training 

Corps and soon after leaving school in the 

summer of 1914 was gazetted as Lieutenant in 

the Special Reserve, 3rd Wiltshire Regiment. After 

training he went with his regiment to France in 

1915 but after only a few days at the front line he 

was wounded at Poperinghe near Ypres on 29 

June and died four days later, aged 18. In this 

picture of the Marlborough Cricket team in 1914 

Cecil is second from left in the back row. 

 

Sir Ambrose Heal and the Heal Cabinet Factory 1897-1939 

Copies of the book are still available either direct from the publisher Oblong Creative or 
from good bookshops. www.oblongcreative.co.uk or phone 01937 849949. 
ISBN 9780 9575992 3 9. 324 pages, 586 illustrations. Price UK £58.00. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Forthcoming Talks on Sir Ambrose Heal and his Work 
 
17.11.2015. ‘Ambrose Heal’ by Oliver Heal. Victoria & Albert Museum, South Kensington, London, Tuesday 
evening event 18h30.  Tickets £10. Booking office tel. 0207 942 2211 or via link: 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/whatson/event/6127/ambrose-heal-by-oliver-heal-2143281961/ 
 
16.03.2016. Frederick Parker Foundation Lecture and Dinner – the speakers will be, Oliver Heal on ‘Sir 
Ambrose Heal: Furniture between Arts and Crafts and Modernism’ and Matthew Burt on ‘From an Idea to an 
Object’, at Furniture Makers’ Hall, 12 Austin Friars, London  EC2N 2HE. Contact Sally Kent 
events@furnituremakers.org.uk for details and tickets. Tel. 0207 256 5558. 
www.frederick-parker-foundation.org/fp-412.php  
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